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Solid Oak ‘T’ Shape Processional Pole PARTS
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Dimensions (assembled)

Height                  193cm (76” inches)

Width                   108cm (42.4” inches)

Hanging               94cm (37”) max.
width                   

Weight                 1.55kg
without
banner

Average weight    2kg
with banner

Pole diameter       35mm

Fits standard        132 x 94cm
banner size           (52” x 37” inches)
(h x w)

Specifications can vary.

4 x Separate parts

      A   Upper Pole x 1
      B   Hanging Pole x 1
      C   Lower Pole with brass sleeve x 1
      D  Removable Finial x 1

†     Mark for removable finial
x     Joining holes
*     Peg x 2 (fixed to leather cord)
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INSTRUCTIONS
We recommend that you assemble your banner
and pole on a clean flat surface such as a carpet
or rug.

1    Lay your banner face down and straighten 
      out the tabbed loops at the top of the 
      banner.

2    Take the Hanging Pole (C) and look for the 
      mark (†) that indicates the finial on that 
      side can be removed.
IMPORTANT – Do not try and remove any of
the other finials as these are fixed and
cannot be removed.

3    Twist off the removable finial (D).

4    Feed the Hanging Pole (C) through the 
      three right hand tabbed loops of the 
      banner, leaving the left three tabbed loops 
      NOT on the Hanging Pole.

Joining the two vertical poles to each other

5    Take the upper vertical pole (A) and slide it 
      into the brass sleeve on the lower vertical 
      pole (B).

6    Twist the poles around until the hole on (A) 
      aligns with the hole in the brass sleeve (B).

7    Insert Peg (*).

Joining the vertical pole to the Horizontal
Pole and attaching the banner.

8     Locate the stabilising loop at the bottom of 
      the banner and slide the assembled vertical 
      poles through the stabilising loop up until 
      the top of the poles reach the tabbed 
      loops.

9    Slide the Hanging Pole (C) to the left and 
      insert it through the square hole at the top 
      of (A).

10  Twist the Hanging Pole (C) until the hole in it 
      aligns with the hole in (A).

11  Insert Peg (*).

12  Slide the Hanging Pole (C) through the three 
      remaining left hand tabbed loops and replace 
      the Finial (D).

13  Stand the banner up and make sure the 
      banner is hanging correctly.

To disassemble, reverse the procedure.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION – Please read

DO NOT exert an undue pressure on the Hanging
Pole (A).

DO NOT hang anything on the Hanging Pole (A)
except the banner.

DO NOT lean the assembled pole against a wall
or other surface where it could fall over.

DO place the pole and banner in a floor stand
when not being used.

DO replace the disassembled pole, when not in
use for prolonged periods, in the carry bag (if
supplied).

These
instructions
are for use
with a tabbed
looped banner
supplied by
McCrimmons
and may be
different if
you are using
your own
banner.
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